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Dear Members, 
 
I am writing this editorial from Stockholm, my home town, where we still have winter – not so cold, 
sometimes a little snow with very slippery roads and sidewalks – when people sometimes break 
ankles or hips. The days are getting longer; in midwinter there is daylight for only 6-7 hours and 
further north only 3-4 hours. Now we are waiting for spring to come. 
 
Going back to May 2015 – I  am just thinking of the wonderful cultural days and meeting we had in 
Berlin: beautiful city, great program with everything so well planned and thought out. After a lovely 
summer, coming back to Stockholm and planning for new adventures. 
 
An invitation from the Australian Association of Lyceum Clubs to visit Brisbane for a conference 
with the five Australian clubs and also some of the nine New Zealand Clubs represented. The 
Austalian Federation President, Marion Jones, and her crew had organized a really wonderful 
program. It all started on Morton Island outside Brisbane, then the conference with excellent 
speakers and finally a very interesting tour in the countryside. 
 
Shirley and Geoff King in Brisbane were the most fantastic hosts and took such good care of us – an 
excellent opportunity to get to know them and many other Lyceum members. We saw a lot of 
beautiful scenery – but most importantly met all the Lyceum ladies and also some husbands in both 
Brisbane and Sydney. 
 
In New Zealand we were taken care of so well by Kaye Graham, former Federation President, and by 
the present Federation President, June Welten. They both showed us the best of their country and I 
had the opportunity of meeting members from most of the clubs. 
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Now we are all looking forward to attending the Congress in Amsterdam with a fantastic program 
being offered by the committee and the three clubs in the Netherlands. I hope that many of our 
members from around the world will participate. Until 15th of April there is still the possibility of 
registering. The program is on the website. 
 
As many clubs have contributed  to the restoration of the grave of Constance Smedley, our great 
founder, I can now let you know that the work will soon be completed. I hope I shall be able to show 
you some pictures in Amsterdam, otherwise in the next International Bulletin. 
 
At the Congress there will  be both a board meeting (BCI meeting) and a council meeting where all 
federations will be present with delegates. According to our statutes the delegates are chosen in 
proportion to the number of members each federation has. One question that I hope will be discussed 
is ”How can we attract more women and which women should we turn to? Should we be looking at 
women who are nearing retirement? Could we do better by exchanging ideas for programs or circles 
between our clubs? Special programs or themes just for women?” If anybody has  any good ideas, 
please come forward and tell us about them. 
 
A hearty  WELCOME to Amsterdam in May!  

 
Ingrid von Rosen 
International President 

 

  
 

 
 
 

39th International Music Competition of the Lyceum Club of Switzerland 
 

The 39th Music Competition was held from October 20-25, 2015 in Lausanne.  It was dedicated to 
voice and piano duos, with a program entitled Lied and Melody. All stages of the competition took 
place at the HEMU or Haute Ecole de Musique. 
 
Let us first acknowledge the high level of the ensembles selected to take part in the competition.  
Only musicians already following a career or final professional studies were accepted. After the first 
round, which involved a choice of Lieder from the German repertoire and French Melodies, seven 
duos advanced to the second round which consisted of a thirty minute recital of works dating from 
the end of the 19th to the middle of the 20th centuries and a compulsory piece by a Swiss composer, 
Caroline Charrière, which was given its first hearing.  Four finalists were chosen for the final round 
which was a free recital. These recitals permitted the public to discover interesting works;  lesser-
known pieces by Szymanovski, R. Quilter, William Walton and Ralph V. Williams appeared in the 
programs, and Mahler, de Falla, Berg, Berio, Britten also figured largely. 
 
The balance between the voice and the instrument, the listening capacity of the partners, the empathy 
with the public, and above all the ability to reveal the music beyond technical demands, all this led 
the duo Aura-Clara Meloni, Italo-Swiss soprano, and Ambroise de Rancourt, France, to receiving 
the first prize of 10 000 francs, and a special prize for the best interpretation of the compulsory 
piece, while Fernando Affara, from the Lebanon and French pianist Chloé Servente won the 
second prize of 5 000 francs. Apart from these two prizes awarded by the Lyceum Club of  
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Switzerland, two clubs, Lausanne and St Gall, offered prizes of 3 000 and 2 000 francs respectively. 
These were awarded to mezzo Stephanie Szanto and pianist Marina Vasylieva as third prize and 
to the duo formed by Madeleine Merz and Paulina Maslanka as fourth prize. 
 
The seven members of the jury, presided over by Frédéric Gindraux, singer, pianist and professor at 
the HEMU, were very sensitive to the qualities of each duo , acting justly and objectively and 
displaying benevolence towards all candidates, thus allowing the competition to proceed in perfect 
harmony. 
 
At a memorable final concert numerous Lyceum members attending in the audience were able to 
appreciate not only the concert, but also the atmosphere of the surroundings in the new Concert Hall 
of the Conservatoire.  A convivial lunch had previously taken place at the Palace Hotel in Lausanne. 
 
In conclusion, we must proclaim the success of the competition. There remains perhaps only one 
little shadow, namely the deplorable lack of outside sponsoring.  The International Lyceum Club of 
Switzerland more than generously sustains the music competition, but the International Association 
of Lyceum Clubs no longer supports it.  At the very time when we are receiving recognition, it would 
be sad not to find the necessary support for the future of this event, which greatly contributes to the 
visibility and reputation of the Lyceum Association. 
 
Claire Grin, president of the competition 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Since the last Bulletin, three of the five Australian Clubs, under the terms of their constitutions, have 
elected new Presidents: Ms Ursula Dahl (Adelaide); Ms Jenny Milne (Melbourne) and Mrs Joyce 
Young (Perth). All Clubs are thriving and have interesting and vibrant programs. In the spirit of 
Lyceum friendship, the Clubs welcome visits of members from other Clubs. The Melbourne and 
Karrakatta (Perth) Lyceum Clubs offer accommodation while the other Lyceum Clubs have 
arrangements with nearby Clubs. This has been a friendly and positive year, and members look 
forward to another year of varied, thought-provoking and friendly gatherings. 
The Adelaide Club currently has approximately 150 members. A questionnaire is currently 
circulating with members and it is hoped that many new suggestions will be forthcoming. The 
President Ms Ursula Dahl is confident that the energy, skills and experience within the membership 
will incorporate fresh ideas into the Club’s forward planning. 
The Brisbane Club organized a highly successful triennial AALC Conference, with the theme 
"Brisbane - the River City", in October 2015, as well as a delightful and relaxed Pre-Tour at 
Tangalooma Island Resort and an interesting Post-Tour to Toowoomba. Attendees were highly 
impressed with both the agenda of the Conference and also with Brisbane’s perfect sunny spring 
weather, wonderful display of flowers and the relaxed ambience of the modern city. Brisbane  
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members assisted with pre-Conference tasks, such as sewing individually designed and decorated 
colourful conference bags and providing gifts to help fill them. Members offered home hospitality to 
all visitors. Our choir joined with Melbourne and Perth members to present river songs at both the 
conference opening and at the formal dinner. Our membership numbers are stable. Our newly 
designed website www.lyceumbrisbane.org.au and Facebook 
/www.facebook.com/LyceumClubBrisbane are maintained by volunteer members, and are positive 
methods of broadcasting our activities. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
         

 
 
 
 
 

The Melbourne Club has raised funds to install a new lift in the Club and this will go ahead. With 
membership capped at 1300 and a waiting list, the Committee is about to launch a campaign for 
funds to add a much-needed new storey to the building. Members of the Club’s choir, which joined in 
the combined choir at the AALC Conference in Brisbane, will be 
performing in England and Scotland later this year. 

 
The Sydney Club started the year with very successful activities. One 
such was a tour of the recently completed Gehry Building at the 
Sydney University of Technology. While the exterior of the Building, 
with its polished aluminium redolent of Bilboa, has received mixed 

reviews the interior is voted state of 
the art.  
Under the leadership of Mrs Joyce Young, Perth’s Karrakatta 
Club is regrouping after the sudden death of its president Mrs 
Maureen Paris last August. The Club’s central location is perfect 
for many activities of the Club. 

 
 

Marion Jones (left) 
President, The Australian Association of Lyceum Clubs  
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In October the Lyceum Club of Cyprus started with a Holy Blessing at the new Lyceum premises we 
rent in Limassol with renovation and the recording of our library books.  In November the Lyceum 
Club of Athens honoured our Lyceum President Claire Angelides for outstanding dedication, 
volunteer service and community improvement, at a moving ceremony in Athens in the presence of 
friends, ambassadors, scientists, university professors and authors. 
 
This year began with optimism since the political dialogue between the Greek Cypriot and Turkish 
Cypriot sides will hopefully reach agreement and the town of Famagusta,, which has been occupied 
for 42 years, will be returned to its legal owners. In 1967 Turkish troops invaded half of Cyprus, 
which is still under Turkish occupation. 
 
In January there was a gathering for tea of members and friends of the Lyceum when the title of 
Honorary Vice President was conferred on our Vice President Chrystalleni Louca in  recognition of  
her long service to the Lyceum.   An enjoyable musical program followed.  Also in January we 
celebrated the 85th Lyceum birthday at the Nicosia Palace Theatre where groups from the Athens 
Lyceum performed traditional dancing and singing, followed by groups  of Cypriot dancers.  The 
program ended with the Famagusta Municipal Choir.  An event enjoyed by everyone present, with all 
proceeds going to the Children's Resort..  
 
In February the Board of Directors attended the Commemoration of the Founder President, the 
Presidents and Board members and Benefactors of the Lyceum. One Woman´s Day at the gathering 
of Lyceum members and friends, the President of the Pan Cyrian (Association of Cancer Patients & 
Friends), Mrs Anna Achilleoude, who has offered her services for more than forty years, will be 
declared an Honorary Member if Lyceum. 
 
More than ten thousand children were given the opportunity to enjoy the pleasures of the Summer 
Resort, which has been our main project from 1931 until today. 
 
Claire Angelides                    Valentine Thomaides 
Federation President               International Affairs 
 
 

 
 

 
Dear Lyceum Friends! 
In Finland we have at this moment three clubs, and two of them have had a lot of activities during 
last year. Lyceum Club in Turku has been working to get more young members to activate club 
happenings, and every month they do have their meetings. Hereby some notes of the annual life of 
the clubs: 

Lyceum Club in Helsinki 
The past year 2015 was the 83rd year of activity for the Helsinki Club, full of customary activities. 
We had lectures on various topics every Tuesday evening during the spring and autumn seasons, in 
Finnish and Swedish in alternating weeks, as our Club is bilingual, and the same schedule 
continues. The membership is currently 118. 
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Members of the Helsinki Club have a lively interest in art, and some of the highlights of the year’s 
programme were visits to art exhibitions, especially our spring excursion to the new Serlachius Arts 
Museum in Mänttä, some 250 km (155 miles) north of Helsinki, in Central Finland.  Highlights of 
the reporting period were also our traditional Christmas party with a musical performance of the 
“Star Boys”, which is an old northern Finnish tradition based on the biblical Christmas story, as 
well as very popular singsong evenings. 
The Helsinki Club is committed to do its share in providing opportunities for education in countries 
where formal education is not everybody’s basic right, and has taken up the sponsorship of a young 
Kenyan girl by paying her annual school fees. 

The newly launched website of the Helsinki Club has turned out to be a very welcome addition to 
ease communication between the Club members and to spread information about various activities. 
The website is bilingual Finnish-Swedish and the addresses are www.helsinginlyceumklubi.fi and 
www.helsingforslyceumklubb.fi. A Facebook group has also been established for our Club. 
 
Lyceum Club in Oulu 
Oulu Lyceum Club was founded in 1988. The chairman of the club is former member and minister 
of Finland's Parliament Tytti Isohookana-Asunmaa. With its 40 members the club is small but very 
active with almost half of its members present at each monthly meeting. The usual activities of the 
club are monthly meetings. Members eagerly suggest new themes for seminars or visits and 
members also organize and give interesting presentations by themselves. Using the members’ 
contacts, the club has also created networks with Finnish women’s and cultural organizations. 
During last year the club met the prize winning Finnish architecht Rainer Mahlamäki who for 
instance has planned the Museum of History of Polish Jews in Warsaw. He told about that planning 
process. We also met world famous opera singer Soile Isokoski who told about her career and artist 
Pia Hentunen at her studio. The presentations about the history of madness and  advices how to take 
care of ones body in the older age were most interesting. Such an interesting year! 

It is a tradition of Oulu Lyceum Club to make cultural trips to neighboring areas and once in a while 
also abroad.  Last year the club visited Tyrnävä which is famous for its high quality potato breeding 
and industry. During these spring trips the club members wear ”flowerhats”, drink sparkling wine 
and enjoy dinner at nice restaurants. In Tyrnävä we met the head of the county and discussed about 
the plans for the future in the area. We also visited the local old church to look at some art works. 
The club has resently made a trip to Warsaw. 

Oulu Lyceum Club organizes the BCI conference and cultural days in 2018. The planning of the 
program has been started. We warmly welcome all of you around the world to take part in the 
cultural days in Oulu and learn about the northern unique culture and nature. 
 
 
 
Ulla Paananen 
Federation President, Finland 
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The members of the Lyceum Club of Orleans organized a Talent Spotting Day on 31st January 
2016.  The purpose of this event was first and foremost to evoke one of the fundamental ideals 
expressed by our founder, Constance Smedley, namely to ensure that out clubs would be places to 
nurture and develop the various artistic talents of our members in all areas.  The different talents 
which were revealed on this occasion permitted both actors and spectators to uncover unknown 
aspects of each other, thus enriching and consolidating even further our existing friendships. 

Numerous creations were presented to the public in attendance (families and friends of the 
members).  Sculptures, paintings of all kinds on various surfaces, artistic framing; magnificent and  
original presentations of the art of the table, enhanced by articles on the history and sociology of 
their evolution;  armchair and sofa upholstery; classical and modern embroidery, dressmaking;  
literary productions;  not forgetting more contemporary talents such as computer technology. 
The day also afforded a splendid opportunity for the budding theatrical talents of some of our 
members to be revealed.  They enacted a scene from The Cemetery of the Elephants by J.P. Daumas 
(“we chatter and chatter.....”).  This adventure will continue since further performances have already 
been planned.  Long life to this new Lyceum group! 
Another show, created for the occasion and performed to the great delight of the numerous public, 
was the hilarious interpretation of the Barber of Bellville by Lyceum members who were virtually 
unrecognizable in costumes and wigs, and accompanied by amusing piano music. 

In addition to the real pleasure and great satisfaction shared during this manifestation, we really felt 
that we were at the heart of the Lyceum ethos; daring to be what we can be, being totally fulfilled 
individually and collectively within our group, and being nourished by the best of what each and 
everyone has to offer. 
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Last year the city of Karlsruhe celebrated its 300th anniversary. We – the Karlsruhe Lyceum Club – 
took advantage of this occasion to attract the attention of the public towards our Club, which we 
achieved successfully. For example, we were able to engage the authoress Annette Borchard-
Wenzel to speak on "Karl Wilhelm." As many regional clubs were involved in this celebratory 
endeavor, we had the idea of co-operating with an active regional club. We established a dialogue 
with the Karlsruhe Association, "Freundeskreis Karlsruhe-Halle e.V. (e.V.= incorporated society) 
and became members of that society. Today we are proud to say that this co-operation proved to be 
of great benefit to both sides. Members of the "Freundeskreis" have the opportunity of taking part in 
our program when guests and partners are invited. An active interchange exists between both clubs. 

Meeting with the "Konstanzer Lyceinnen" 

 
The "Konstanzer Lyceinnen" visited us on May 28 and September 29, 2015. Together we visited 
the exhibitions "Karl Wilhelm, City Founder" and "Master Collector Karoline Louise". A jovial 
evening of food and beverages ended the day. We had ample time for exchanging ideas. Our next 
joint meeting will be in the autumn, and the Karlsruhe Club is looking forward to it. 
Charity concert, 2015 
We have been sponsoring talented female musicians from the Karlsruher Hochschule für Musik 
(Karlsruhe Music Academy) for 20 years. Mrs. Hannelore Birkmann created this program in 1996. 
Her motto was "Foreigners must not be discriminated against." Since then it has been an important 
mission of the Karlsruhe Lyceum Club to provide financial support as well as advisory service for 
the recipients of scholarships. The integration of these young women into our Club functions also 
gives them the opportunity of providing musical accompaniment during our anniversaries and other 
festivities. Social competence and proving oneself influence positive self-confidence and the 
process of personality development. After a two year period of support, the Club organizes a benefit 
concert for the scholarship recipients. 
The benefit concert for 
Dalia Almukarker (a 
Palestinian female 
flautist) was a great 
success. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Maria Thum-von Heyl 
President of the Lyceum Club 
Karlsruhe e. V. 
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The year 2015 was a special one for the Lyceum Club of Nijmegen. In April the Club celebrated its 
90th birthday at Castle Heijendaal, which is owned by Nijmegen University. During the party our 
Club member Loes van Dalen made her appearance as Mrs. Andrée de la Porte, the 1925 founder of 
our Club. The interview she granted another member of the Club was hilarious.  

One of the oldest items in our archives, which are professionally stored in the climatized Regional 
Archives of Nijmegen (RAN), dates from 18th July 1925. It records the royal approval by 
Wilhelmina, our queen at that time, of the Statutes of the “Nijmeegse Vrouwen in Lyceumverband” 
(“The Women of Nijmegen in Lyceum Context).  In 2016 we shall submit to the RAN  another set of 
papers and digital files of our Club from 2009 to the present day.   
At our General Meeting three members retired from the Board, namely the President Guusje van 
Rijn and the members Bep Huisman and Mayke van Vroenhoven. Two new members were 
appointed to the Board, the undersigned as President and Marianne Jurgens as Vice-president. We 
also appointed a Congress Committee to organize the Nijmegen post-tour of the International 
Congress in May 2016. 

The Club has been pleased to welcome some new members, the total now amounting to 63. 
Recruiting younger, working members continues to be a problem. There are activities galore within 
the club: lectures on music and art history; visits to museums; a reading club; a painting club; and 
others, all well attended. The monthly coffee mornings enjoy great popularity. The 5-minute talks at 
these gatherings from the “speakers corner” have been revived. 

Nijmegen, Groningen and Amsterdam are each looking for candidates to be nominated in 
accordance with the IALC guidelines for the Carlin Legacy Award. It is to be awarded to the winner 
during the International Congress in May 2016 in Amsterdam. As we write our Club reports that it 
has found the proper candidate, among our own members no less! She has very original work of 
historical importance to offer.. 
 
Eugenie Olde Riekerink-Weijermans 
President of the Lyceumclub Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
 

 
 

 
Following the very successful and thoroughly enjoyable Australian Association of Lyceum Clubs 
Conference in Brisbane, it was our great privilege and pleasure to welcome our International 
President (Mrs Ingrid von Rosen) and her husband to New Zealand.  Even though their visit was 
brief, we were able to show them a little of our beautiful countryside and introduce them to most of 
our clubs, much to the delight of members. 
The monthly program of Clubs in New Zealand vary a little, but for the most part members enjoy a 
monthly luncheon with either entertainment or a guest speaker.  Bridge and Mah Jong are played in 
most Clubs while here in Tauranga we have recently added Rummikub to our weekly agenda.  This 
is a numbers game, and while exercising the brain, allows players to indulge in a light-hearted hour 
or two. 

Since Music, Art and Literature play a major role in Lyceum's fabric, we are so proud that some 
Clubs have their own libraries.  The books are “rotated" regularly providing  members with a 
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diverse choice of reading material - what an asset!  Monthly discussions on a given topic can lead to 
very lively debate! 
New Zealand Lyceum as a whole supports the Tauranga Performing Arts competitions by offering 
prize money to a selected category, but individual Clubs have "pet" causes which they aid 
financially, for example Daffodil Day for cancer sufferers.  Fundraising brings people together in an 
activity that is fun, creative and very rewarding. 
I am looking forward to attending the Congress in Amsterdam, making new friends and catching up 
with the lovely ladies I've met at previous congresses and conferences.  
 
 
June Welten 
Federation President 
 

 
 

 
 

 
One of the tours the Lyceum Club of Lisbon organized in 2015 was a visit to Alcobaça, a town 
lying 92 km to the north of Lisbon.  It derives its name from joining up the names of the two rivers 
which flow across the surrounding land, the Alcoa and the Baca.  

The most important monument in this town is the Saint Mary Alcobaça Monastery, which was built 
by  monks of the Cistercian Order in the 12th century and which is considered to be one of the most 
remarkable and well preserved examples of architecture of this period. Despite the fact that there 
have been a number of additions of different styles to the building over the centuries, for example 
the baroque facade, the predominant style is Gothic.  The Monastery is composed of three 
buildings:  the north and south parts of the Church which housed the King and his Court when they 
were in residence, and the residences of the Abbot and the Monks. The plan of the Church is in the 
form of a latin cross with 3 naves of 12 spans ending in a transept which includes 3 naves and an 
ambulatory integrating 9 radiating chapels. 
In the transept  lying face to face are the tombs of Dom Pedro and Dona Ines Castro, whose tragic 
love for each other became a well-known myth in Portuguese history and literature.  Ines de Castro 
arrived in Portugal as a lady of the court in the entourage of Dona Constanca, wife of the future 
King Dom Pedro I, eighth King of Portugal.  It appears that the Prince immediately fell in love with 
her.  Their relationship continued until the death of Dona Ines, who was killed by order of King 
Afonso IV, father of Dom Pedro. When he ascended the throne,  he avenged the death of his 
beloved by having two of her killers brutally slain.  He then ordered the construction of the tombs 
where the remains of the lovers, Pedro and Ines, now lie. These tombs are true masterpieces of 
European Gothic burial sculpture.  In 1989 the Monastery of Alcobaca was included in the 
UNESCO Heritage of Humanity. 
 

Edited by Dulcínia 
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Members of the International Lyceum Club of Lugano, now numbering 106, meet at our 
headquarters in the Hotel Dante in Lugano every Tuesday.  We hold round table discussions on 
diverse topics centred on themes important to our sections. In terms of literature, we currently 
favour the poet Dante, whose 750th birthday we are celebrating this year. 
 Our geographic proximity to Italy facilitates our cultural activities. Because we live in the Italian-
speaking region of Switzerland, we have visited many retrospective exhibitions including those of 
Leonardo da Vinci, van Gogh, Giotto and Dante Alighieri. 
 
We also attended Expo 2015 in Milan, the theme of the Expo being food. Considering its close 
proximity to Italy geographically, culturally and linguistically, it was a must for Switzerland to 
participate in this very important event, which gave the Confederation an opportunity to present 
itself to the world as a responsible ally in the field of nutrition and to show visitors what responsible 
consumption is all about. The Swiss pavilion consisted of a large open platform with four towers, 
each filled with the following products: water, salt, coffee and apples. These products were freely 
available to all visitors. The idea was to invite the visitors to think about the availability and waste 
of food throughout the world. 
 
Several of our members also gather together to cook, an activity that helps us get to know each 
other better and represents another of our Club’s unique features. 
 
 
 
Donatella Martignoni, President 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 

At the time of writing, Edinburgh has been fortunate in managing to steer clear of severe winter 
weather with icy pavements that cause problems for the elderly.  However, there has been a great 
deal of rain to contend with.   In spite of this fact, members of our Club have attended the monthly 
lunches faithfully to listen to the various speakers who have informed us on diverse subjects with 
wit and wisdom.  
 
As always, members interested in playing bridge continue to meet every two weeks and thoroughly 
enjoy their time together.  The theatre group of around one third of our membership has attended 
some excellent performances of ballet and drama, which have been very enjoyable as well as 
stimulating.   A few ladies have also individually taken advantage of our many city art galleries by 
visiting art exhibitions, both modern and classical.  One of these dealt with the work of Scottish 
women in painting and sculpture.  It was interesting to learn that certain important public statues in 
Edinburgh were actually sculpted by women, a fact not being generally known. 
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To have the opportunity to discover new things in one's city is a surprise and  a pleasure, and one 
such “find” came about since last November.  After a great deal of planning and fund-raising over 
some years, an impressive memorial in bronze was unveiled in Princes Street Gardens (the very 
beautiful public gardens below Edinburgh Castle) to commemorate the faithful bear that had been a 
companion to the Polish soldiers who fought during the Second World War.  The bear, Wotjek, 
later came to Scotland with many of his soldier comrades and now, after many years, this lovely 
memorial has become a symbol of the relationship between the peoples of Scotland and Poland.  
The strength of the sculpture also beautifully conveys the dedication and friendship between man 
and animal. 
 
 

 
 

 
The Lyceum Club of Philadelphia was able to follow a theme of gardens during the spring of 
2015.  We did not intentionally select the theme, but we were lucky enough to have several 
opportunities to fulfill the goal. 
 
On April 23, 2015 we visited the unusual Isaiah Zagar Magic Garden.  It is the largest work created 
by a mosaic artist and is located in South Philadelphia.  There we wandered through the house with 
thousands of mosaic tiles on the walls and ceilings, even in a small bathroom.  Later we walked 
through the outside garden - again with thousands of mosaic tiles and sculptures.  They lined the 
walkways, walls of the house as well as walls of the garden.  It is a tribute to the artist, whom we 
saw as he walked to his downstairs studio, that he has not finished but continues to add more 
mosaics around the property.   
 
A number of members attended the “Artist’s Garden” showing at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 
Arts.  Those members reported on the highlights of the exhibit which was held in May 2015. In 
June members carpooled to Doylestown, Pennsylvania, to visit the Michener Museum which had a 
collection entitled “Artist in the Garden.”  There was a variety of paintings and portraits of varying 
sizes but all of them fitted perfectly with our theme.  We can remember these as beautiful depictions 
of flora from our local area. 
 
After the activities of this theme, we turned to other events.  Members attended a two-person, one 
piano concert on the corner of Rittenhouse Square.  We also had a colouring book activity.  Our 
media was spreading the news that colouring for adults relieves stress.  Therefore, our day of 
colouring had the bonus of stimulating pictures and calming stress. 
 
As always we focused our year on volunteering and charitable giving.  At our AGM  we voted to 
send one half of our allocation for charity to David’s Way, which provides garments for veterans 
who are trying to re-establish themselves in the community.  The other half went to Doctors 
Without Borders.  We were especially glad to support this charity, not only because of the troubles 
of migrants from the Middle East to Europe, but also for their responses to disaster around the 
world.   
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